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Prime G o v :
PrimeGov empowers local governments to optimize and digitize their agenda, meeting, and committee management
processes with a single end-to-end cloud-based solution. With PrimeGov, clients can seamlessly host hybrid meetings
with remote voting capabilities; therefore saving time, increasing efficiency, and promoting transparency.
We build our solution on widely used and supported web applications. Technology, particularly video, has improved
dramatically over the last few years. Our role as a company isn’t to reinvent the wheel but to adapt software to meet the
specific needs of clerks.
We provide out-of-the-box Laserfiche, Zoom, Microsoft Office365 SSO, Google SSO, and YouTube integrations to pair our
best-in-class solutions with our clients’ existing systems.
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At PrimeGov, our customers' needs are our top priority. We
have established a Laserfiche integration at the forefront to
help our customers manage their documents and link with
their existing software.
The PrimeGov integration with Laserfiche provides two
primary features:

Our solution removes the need for users to manually
download files from one system to place in the other.
The mapping of metadata when publishing documents
from the PrimeGov system into Laserfiche provides
additional time savings and error reduction, ensuring data
is accurate and present in all files.

Documents, and their related metadata, can be
published to selected Laserfiche folders when pulled
from PrimeGov.
Laserfiche folders can be accessed to select files to
upload when adding attachments to sections and items
in PrimeGov.

At PrimeGov we focus on the problem our clients are trying to solve, working with them to
find the best possible solution. We are open to integrating with compatible providers of
solutions that compliment our product, where we can work together to provide a service that
helps our client get the job done.
Nicola Sullivan
VP Product Management | PrimeGov

The world is moving to virtual and committee/board
meetings are adjusting fast. At PrimeGov, we support and
enable our customers to meet and to work with their users
and constituents where they are: online.
We have integrated with Zoom, the popular video
conferencing tool, to provide features that support virtual
committee meetings. With Zoom integration, you can host
virtual meetings, video conference, and:

Capture minutes, motions, and vote information in the
PrimeGov application.
Run and stream multiple meetings at the same time.
Our Zoom integration empowers local governments to get
citizens seamlessly involved in the democratic process.

Live-stream video conferences directly to YouTube.
Share meeting information with the public: items under
discussion, a summary of vote results, streamed video,
and more.
Prompt members with vote options.
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PrimeGov seamlessly integrates directly with YouTube to
live-stream your meetings and retain all past meeting
recordings. Once PrimeGov is connected to the client’s
YouTube channel, public meeting videos will be created
and linked from PrimeGov automatically.

Add alternative video links from YouTube post-meeting.
Live-stream YouTube videos and make them available
post-meeting.
Embed YouTube videos directly into our Public Portal,
with direct links to indexed timestamps recorded on an
item during the meeting.

Establish a direct connection to their YouTube channel.
Automatically create videos from within PrimeGov,
without the need to access YouTube.
Control meeting settings including:
Privacy settings
Streaming options
Streaming resolution

and
Single Sign-On (SSO)
Managing many passwords across multiple applications
can turn into a maintenance nightmare and frustrate your
users. PrimeGov has designed a single sign-on (SSO) to
work with Microsoft Office365 and Google to simplify
logging in and enhance security for our users.

With SSO, PrimeGov clients can:· Manage user
passwords in a single location: Office365 or Google.·
Log in to PrimeGov with a single click, using saved
Office365/Google passwords.
Reduce the issues with forgotten passwords for users.

At PrimeGov, we take pride in our consultative approach towards product
creation and enhancing the customer experience.
If you have any questions, please email sales@primegov.com and we will
be glad to guide you.

About PrimeGov
PrimeGov empowers local governments to optimize and digitize their agenda, meeting, and committee
management processes with a single end-to-end cloud-based solution. With PrimeGov, you can
seamlessly host hybrid meetings with remote voting capabilities, therefore, saving time, increasing
efficiency, and embracing transparency with your constituents.
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